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Abstract. We developed a SMIL-based collaborative multimedia
authoring tool supporting a mechanism for conceptually representing
the temporal relations between diﬀerent media. Among the many
editors that make up our system, the temporal relation editor provides
users with an intuitive mechanism for representing the conceptual ﬂow
of a presentation by simple and direct graphical manipulations. Our
system proposes TRN (Temporal Relation Network) as its internal
multimedia presentation representation. The TRN corresponds exactly
to the conceptual temporal structure of the multimedia presentation.
A TRN is composed of media objects, delay objects and a set of
temporal relationships among objects. A media object is associated with
a duration. A parallel relationship found in a TRN can be collapsed
into a single par (parallel) synchronization block. This collapsible
synchronization block facilitates the determination of the playing
time of each component and can be the basic unit for reusability of
already prepared blocks of presentation code. In addition, our system
allows users in diﬀerent places to design together a multimedia presentation collaboratively in reviewing the same presentation at the same time.
Keywords: Collaborative authoring, Multimedia authoring, SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language), Temporal relation representation, Synchronization.

1

Introduction

The key to authoring a presentation lies in the composition of temporal relationships between objects. Conceptually, the temporal relationships between two
media can be classiﬁed into one of seven possibilities. They are ‘before’, ‘meets’,
‘overlap’, ‘during’, ‘starts’, ‘ﬁnishes’, and ‘equals’ [1][2]. Every temporal relationship can be described using one of these seven relations. Spatial relationships
can be described by specifying sub-regions within the total presentation region
that correspond to each object.
The goal of this study is to develop an easy and eﬃcient multimedia authoring environment where users can create a multimedia presentation in a simple
and intuitive manner. Toward this goal, we provide users with the capability to
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edit temporal relationships between media objects at the conceptual level: for example, presenting object A before B, presenting object A during B, etc. We also
want to allow users to create multimedia content without manually specifying
the playing time (e.g. a speciﬁc start time and duration) for each media. Instead, our authoring system automatically calculates the playing time and then
generates proper start times and durations for each object. In the traditional
scaled timeline approach, users can directly view and control the structure of
the content; however, the representation is ﬁxed, and the operations are manual.
Our goal was to develop a good tool for generating the presentation schedules
conceptually without considering the details, and the system can automatically
detail the properties of the media. Using our system, users can focus on the creative aspects of their design, and not worry about manual speciﬁcation of timing
details for each object.
We developed a multimedia authoring system based on the SMIL (Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language) [3][4][5][6] 1.0 Recommendation[3] and
SMIL 2.0 Recommendation [4][7][8]. The existing SMIL authoring tools provide
basic user interfaces such as the scaled timeline-based user interfaces (representing media objects as diﬀerent bars arranged in multiple layers on the scaled
timeline) or textual tag editing user interfaces for authoring. What distinguishes
our system is that it provides a simple and intuitive editing mechanism for creating conceptual ﬂows of a presentation, in addition to the basic timeline-based
interface.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of our multimedia presentation authoring system which provides a mechanism for conceptually representing the temporal relations of diﬀerent media. We will examine our
mechanism for representing conceptual temporal relationships in the following
section. In section 3, we will investigate the Temporal Relation Network (TRN)
upon which our model is based. We will discuss our algorithm for automatically
generating a TRN from the DOM in section 4. In section 5, the implementation
of our collaborative authoring is presented. Finally, the last section will provide
conclusions and some future work.

2

Representation of Conceptual Temporal Relations

A main focus in authoring a multimedia presentation is the design of the temporal behaviors for the components that make up the presentation. Our system
is designed to allow users to specify temporal behaviors of media objects at the
conceptual level. This section describes our model for representing conceptual
temporal relations.
Our system’s multimedia representation is based on Allen’s temporal intervals [1]. Allen distinguished thirteen diﬀerent time intervals between two objects.
They can be reduced into seven temporal relationships such as ‘before’, ‘meets’,
‘overlap’, ‘during’, ‘starts’, ‘ﬁnishes’, and ‘equals’ by removing the relationships
in inverse order. The graphical representations of the seven conceptual temporal
relations of our system are summarized in Figure 1. The graphical representa-
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tions shown in Figure 1 correspond exactly with the internal representation of
each corresponding temporal relationship. Note that we represent the parallel
relationships such as overlaps, during, starts, and ﬁnishes) by adding dummy
delay objects to make the ‘equal’ relationship. As shown in Figure 1, all ﬁve
parallel relations can be generalized as the ‘equal’ relation by inserting some
delay objects when they are needed. As a consequence, any parallel relation can
be collapsed into a single object. We simplify a group of networked icons as a
synchronization block object. This block object can be opened to how the details or collapsed to a single block icon as shown in Figure 2. This mechanism
is proposed to simplify the representation of complicated parallel relationships
within SMIL content.

3

TRN (Temporal Relation Network)

The authoring process is composed of a series of user interactions for editing a
multimedia presentation. An interactive authoring system should process each
user interaction immediately and return appropriate feedback. Supporting an
interactive authoring environment requires consistent internal maintenance of
the state of the presentation [9][10][11][12]. Some existing studies on the internal
representation of multimedia applications include: OCPN (Object Composition
Petri Nets) [2], DTPN (Dynamic Timed Petri Nets) [9], XOCPN (eXtended
OCPN) [10][11], etc. DTPN and XOCPN are variants of OCPN. In these systems, the internal multimedia representations are based on the Petri Net, and
the interface is a scaled timeline-based UI. Our system uses TRN (Temporal
Relation Network) as its internal representation of a multimedia presentation in
order to unify the internal representation and the external user interface with
respect to temporal relationships. TRN is a directed and weighted graph. Details
are described in the reference [13].
As mentioned before, our system is based on SMIL, whose grammatical structure is the same as that of XML (eXtensible Markup Language). SMIL documents, like any other XML-based document, can be described as a Document
Object Model (DOM). The objective of DOM is to provide a standardized interface for accessing XML-based documents (such as XML, SMIL, WML; Wireless
Markup Language, SVG; Scalable Vector Graphic, etc.) in diverse computing
environments. DOM speciﬁes how to describe the logical structure of XML documents and the details of the components that they contain. DOM describes
the logical relationships of document components in a tree structure; however,
DOM cannot eﬀectively describe the temporal relationships of components in
its simple tree structure. Therefore, we need another mechanism to describe the
temporal relationships among diﬀerent media.
Our system represents internally, as well as graphically, the temporal relationships of a presentation in the TRN graph structure. TRN represents temporal
relationships among objects and playing times of objects using information from
all objects included in document. If the presentation is new, a new TRN is created. If the presentation already exists, the corresponding DOM structure of the
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Fig. 1. Representation of temporal relations
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(b)
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(d)

(e)
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Fig. 2. An example of collapsing some nested parallel synchronization blocks and the
corresponding timeline representation: (a), (c), (e) are conceptual representations and
(b), (d), (f) are the corresponding timeline representations
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Fig. 3. (a) An example of graphical representation of a multimedia presentation, (b)
TRN generated from the DOM information, (c) DOM structure generated from the
corresponding TRN.

presentation is reconstructed from its SMIL codes and automatically transformed
into the internal TRN structure. As authoring is performed, the underlying TRN
must be dynamically changed. After the authoring is ﬁnished, a DOM structure
can be generated from the internal TRN structure. Our system generates SMIL
documents through the interaction between TRN and DOM.
Figure 3(b) illustrates an example TRN that is created as a user authors
the presentation shown in Figure 3(a). A node contains more than one outgoing
arrow to indicate that the following objects will be played synchronously.
Our system generates the DOM structure in Figure 3(c) and the following
SMIL codes from the information of TRN in Figure 3(b).
<seq>
<video id=M1 src=media1.mpg dur=20s/>
<par>
<audio id=M3 src=audio.wav begin=5s dur=10s/>
<img id=M2 src=image.jpg dur=15s/>
</par>
</seq>
Note that there is a direct correspondence between the internal TRN representation and the graphical representation used for authoring a presentation.
Therefore, for eﬃciency, we can collapse parallel relationships found in a TRN
into a single node just as we collapsed parallel objects into a single synchronization block as described in section 2.2. This simpliﬁcation is made through
maximized use of the temporal relation ‘equals’. It is important to note that
this simpliﬁcation impacts the algorithms used to calculate the actual values of
‘dur’, ‘begin’, and ‘end’ tags when the SMIL code is generated. Using collapsible parallel objects, our system can easily determine the playing time of each
component by ﬁrst considering the group of parallel relations as a single object. This simpliﬁcation also impacts the algorithms used to implement a SMIL
player, because the SMIL player uses the same TRN when it actually schedules
the presentation. In addition, this synchronization block representation will be
the basic unit for reusability of SMIL code.
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Automatic Generation of a TRN from the DOM

The algorithm for automatically generating a TRN from the DOM primarily consists of three modules. They are build T RN (), insertSeqN ode(), and
insertP ar().
The build T RN () function actually takes charge of traversing over all the
nodes of the document structure. Each component module in this algorithm includes all of the methods required to allow direct or sequential traversal of the
document structure, e.g. getN extSibling(), getChildN ode(), getChildN odes(),
getP arentN ode(), etc. The insertSeqN ode() routine creates a media node and
inserts it into the TRN using the attributes speciﬁed as arguments. An additional
delay object is automatically created and inserted into the TRN if it is needed.
In the insertSeqN ode() module, the temporal relation ‘meets’ or ‘before’ can be
determined by whether or not a delay object exists between the current object
and the preceding object. The module insertP ar() for handling parallel relationships (such as ‘equals’, ‘starts’, ‘ﬁnishes’, ‘during’, and ‘overlaps’) of objects.
Any parallel relation can be collapsed into a single object. We call a group of
networked objects in parallel relationships as a parallel block. The insertP ar()
performs the required tasks as follows:
1. Determine the number of child nodes of the parallel block.
2. Calculate the total playing time of a parallel block.
3. Determine the temporal relationships between each child object and the
parallel block.
4. If there are only two child nodes,insert these objects and determine the
temporal relationship from the total playing time and the attributes of each
child object. Then the routine is terminated.
Note that insertP ar() is a recursive algorithm for inserting inner parallel
blocks inside a parallel block. We also note that Our algorithm should take
time O(M N ), where M is the number of attributes and N is the number of
nodes in the TRN. The algorithm traverses the document tree in O(N ) time
and each iteration of traversal invokes insertObject() which takes time O(M ).
In practice, the best algorithm for traversing a tree takes time O(N ). The data
structure itself should store in O(N ) space.

5

Implementation of Collaborative Authoring

Our authoring system allows a group of users working at diﬀerent machines to
work on the same multimedia presentation and to communicate in real time.
The collaboration manager of our system takes charge of the communications
of all events generated by users. Each authoring system at diﬀerent places can
be a server as well as a client of a collaboration group at the same time. A
server generates itself as the ﬁrst client of the collaboration group. Any client
can connect to the server using TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and
generates packets corresponding to the content that is created as users edit
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Fig. 4. A screen capture of our authoring system

the presentation. It also receives packets from the server, analyses the packets,
and invokes appropriate events or modules. Once a client connects to a server,
the server updates the list of groups and initializes the new client by sending
a group of objects that have been authored up until that time to the new
client. After then, the server multicasts any messages passed to it and the client
processes and visualizes any received messages. This mechanism is a variation
of a client-server mechanism which can provide better network performance
and better portability of the system.
In any collaborative computing environment, multiple users or processes can
access a shared object concurrently. In this situation, an inconsistency of shared
data might occur therefore a concurrency control is required. We implemented
some ideas for eﬃcient concurrency control in our system. They are mainly based
on user awareness, multiple versions, and access permissions of shared objects.
Details of our concurrency control mechanism are described in the reference [13].
Figure 4 presents a screen capture of our system. Exactly the same images
are shown at each user’s screen.

6

Conclusion

We developed a SMIL-based collaborative authoring system which allows users
to edit the temporal relations among media conceptually by simple and intuitive
graphical manipulations. The system editors exchange information through the
SOM (SMIL Object Manager) and together form an easy and eﬃcient editing
environment. Our authoring system creates and modiﬁes a multimedia presentation using a Temporal Relation Network (TRN) which corresponds exactly to the
structure seen in the graphical representation of the presentation. One advantage
of our system is that multimedia authors need not specify all of the painstaking
details about start times and duration information when creating a presentation.
The TRN representation provides an eﬃcient means for the system to automatically ﬁll in the necessary timing details. This frees multimedia authors to focus
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instead on the creative aspects of the presentation. Another advantage is the use
of collapsible synchronization blocks to eﬃciently represent and specify simultaneous presentation of parallel media. The collapsible synchronization blocks used
by our system also provide a means for portable and reusable SMIL code blocks.
Note that in addition to their use in SMIL authoring systems, our system editor modules can be used separately in various kinds of multimedia presentation
authoring systems, such as XMT (eXtensible MPEG-4 Textual format)-based
authoring tool. Because our system makes use of the standard DOM structure,
its components can easily be applied by any multimedia system which also uses
the DOM structure for its internal document representation.
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